The Activate/Educate ART finder!!

2nd FLOOR:

Lobby Wall – **Danielle Dicks**: “Rebellion”
Lobby Wall - **Emily Martin**: 2 Photos, “Untitled”
North Elevator Area- **Bailey Ball**: 3 Framed pieces, “Cycle of Knowledge”
Wall opposite north Elevator – **Leighanne Trotter**: 4 Pieces
  “Hong Kong Ghost”
  “Changing Seasons”
  “Breathless”
  “Hong Kong”
ED 2030 library wall below monitor – **Danielle Dicks**: “Mandala”
On Education Faculty website – **Sarah Gardiner**: Video installation, “Perdu en Mer”
Display Case (near DELTS)
  - **Allison Adams**:
    “Oops, Bathroom Selfie”
    “As You Pass Me By”
  - **Megan Keogh**:
    “Monster”
    “Sir Squishington”
  - **Sara Gardiner**:
    “Les Taches”
    “Martinque Bay”

3rd FLOOR:

Wall opposite north Elevator – **Danielle Dicks**: “If a Person Was a Painting”
By stairs (DELTS end) – **Megan Keogh**: “Anxiety”
Wall x from ED3036 – **Allison Adams**: “Tectonics”, Four paintings
Btwn ED 3041 & 3042 – **Danielle Dicks**: “What Do You See?”
Btwn ED 3035 & stair exit – **Emily Martin**: 3 Pieces
  “Frustrated”
  “Eyes Open”
  “Change”
Opposite ED 3035 – **Tia McLennan**: Collage diptych
  “There are some things even teachers can’t explain”
“A Little Knowledge is a Dangerous Thing”

4th FLOOR:
North elevator – Tia McLennan: 3 Paintings
    “Pre-storm, Parking lot”
    “Target Practice”
    “Summer, Back alley, Montreal”
Elevator (DELTs end) – Allison Adams: “Midnight Cities” 3 Pieces
Display cabinet (north end) – Bailey Ball: “Giver of Life” 2 Pieces
Beside elevator (DELTs end) – Sarah Gardiner: 2 Photos

“Reapparaitre”

5th FLOOR:
ED 5006 (Learning Commons) – Allison Adams: “Grumpy Cat”

Megan Keogh's piece "These Guys" is a series of tiny figures that she has hidden throughout the building. Can you find them? Will some of them remain when the show ends in August?